MOVIE PROGRAM DECEMBER 2018

1/ Mission Impossible: Fallout

Action, Thriller / 2018 / Dir. Christopher McQuarrie

The best intentions often come back to haunt you. MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE  FALLOUT finds Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and
his IMF team (Alec Baldwin, Simon Pegg, Ving Rhames) along with some familiar allies (Rebecca Ferguson, Michelle
Monaghan) in a race against time after a mission gone wrong. Henry Cavill, Angela Bassett, and Vanessa Kirby also join
the dynamic cast with filmmaker Chris McQuarrie returning to the helm.
Starring: Tom Cruise, Henry Cavill, Ving Rhames
Runtime: 147 min.

2/ The Predator

Action, SciFi / 2018 / Dir. Shane Black

From the outer reaches of space to the backwoods of southern Georgia, the hunt comes home. Now, the universe's most
lethal hunters are stronger, smarter and deadlier than ever before. And only a ragtag crew of exsoldiers and an evolutionary
biology professor can prevent the end of the human race.
Starring: Boyd Holbrook, Trevante Rhodes, Jacob Tremblay
Runtime: 107 min.

3/ Skyscraber

Action, Drama / 2018 / Dir. Rawson Marshall Thurber

Dwayne Johnson leads the cast of Legendary's "Skyscraper" as former FBI Hostage Rescue Team leader and U.S. war
veteran, who now assesses security for skyscrapers. In Hong Kong he finds the tallest, safest building in the world, The
Pearl, suddenly ablaze, and he's been framed for it.
Starring: Dwayne Johnson, Neve Campbell, Chin Han
Runtime: 102 min.

4/ The First Purge

Action, Horror / 2017 / Dir. Gerard McMurray

America's third political party, the New Founding Fathers of America, comes to power and conducts an experiment: no laws
for 12 hours on Staten Island. No one has to stay on the island, but $5,000 is given anyone who does.
Starring: Y'lan Noel, Lex Scott Davis, Joivan Wade
Runtime: 98 min.

5/ The Wife

Drama / 2017 / Dir. Björn Runge

Behind any great man, there's always a greater woman (Glenn Close): a highly intelligent and stillstriking beauty  the
perfect devoted wife. Forty years spent sacrificing her own talent, dreams and ambitions to fan the flames of her charismatic
husband Joe (Jonathan Pryce) and his skyrocketing literary career. Ignoring his infidelities and excuses because of his "art"
with grace and humour. And Joan's reached her breaking point. On the eve of Joe's Nobel Prize for Literature, Joan's coup
de grace is to confront the biggest sacrifice of her life and secret of his career.
Starring: Christian Slater, Max Irons, Glenn Close
Runtime: 100 min.

6/ Papillon

Drama, Crime / 2017 / Dir. Michael Noer

Based on the memoirs of convicted felon and fugitive Henri Charriere, who staged an epic escape from Devil’s Island.
Charriere, a petty criminal from Paris, was framed and unjustly convicted of murder in 1930s France, then sent to Devil’s
Island. He provides protection from fellow thug inmates for his friend, a quirky counterfeiter, who in turn aids his prison
escape.
Starring: Charlie Hunnam, Damijan Oklopdzic, Christopher Fairbank
Runtime: 133 min.

7/ Kusina Kings

Comedy / 2018 / Dir. Victor Villanueva

It tells the story of easygolucky Ronnie and chef restaurateur Benjie who have been best friends since high school. When
Benjie decided to put up his own restaurant, Ronnie has never left his side especially that Benjie has joined a shady
"Kusina King Challenge" to save the restaurant. Tagalog
Starring: Zanjoe Marudo, Empoy Marquez, Ryan Bang
Runtime: 88 min.

8/ An Actor Prepares

Comedy / 2018 / Dir. Steve Clark

After suffering a heart attack, a worldfamous, harddrinking actor is forced to drive crosscountry with his estranged son
(who testified against him in his parents' divorce) on one last madcap adventure.
Starring: Jeremy Irons, Jack Huston, Matthew Modine
Runtime: 87 min.

9/ Iscelitel

Comedy / 2017 / Dir. Gjorce Stavreski

Vele can’t afford to buy the expensive medications for his father who has cancer. Desperate, he steals marijuana from some
criminals, makes a cake with it and gives it to him, hoping it will reduce his pain. His father’s health miraculously improves,
but Vele is suddenly confronted by their neighbors who demand the recipe for the “remedial” cake and by the criminals who
want their drugs back.
Starring: Blagoj Veselinov, Anastas Tanovski, Aksel Mehmet
Runtime: 104 min.

Film must be destroyed not later than december 2019

